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SINGLE CRYSTAL IS HERE
We are proud to announce the launch of our single-crystal XRD line, featuring powerful small-molecule and high-pressure crystallography systems.
browse the single-crystal line

LAUE orientation: now in a compact BENCHTOP system
Available in both vertical and horizontal configurations, the new Laue-COS Benchtop is especially convenient for labs with limited space.
learn more

HIGH-THROUGHPUT POWDER XRD
The AXRD LPD-HT is ideal for rapid pharmaceutical screening and materials discovery and is customizable to suit your application.
DISCOVER THE LPD-HT
HIGH-THROUGHPUT POWDER XRD
The AXRD LPD-HT is ideal for rapid pharmaceutical screening and materials discovery and is customizable to suit your application.
DISCOVER THE LPD-HT

LEADERS IN X-RAY DIFFRACTION
Proto is one of the fastest growing x-ray diffraction companies in the world. We specialize in powder diffraction, single-crystal XRD, residual stress measurement, and Laue single-crystal orientation.
why choose proto?

TECHNOLOGY THAT DELIVERS ACCURATE RESULTS
Our residual stress measurement systems are designed to provide the most accurate results available for your parts, regardless of the geometric complexity or material. 
discover the technology










XRD Residual Stress
Laboratory, portable, and ultra-portable residual stess and retained austenite measurement systems.

Powder Diffraction
Multipurpose powder diffraction systems including benchtop, compact, and full-sized units.

Single Crystal
Powerful laboratory systems for small-molecule and high-pressure crystallography.

High-Resolution XRD
Superior high-resolution x-ray diffractometers for characterizing thin films and single-crystal materials.

Laue Single Crystal
Customizable crystal 
orientation systems for 
production and R&D.

MetalJet Integration
High-end systems for advanced applications such as phase-contrast imaging and micro-CT.

Custom XRD
Custom system solutions with the speed, accuracy, and reliability that are the hallmark of our standard models.





We know Diffraction.


Leaders in X-ray Diffraction.
At Proto®, we make scientific and engineering advancement possible by bringing you highly accurate and precise x-ray diffractometers. You work hard to achieve your results, so we work hard to provide you with the best equipment on the market.
Improve Your Science.
Proto is one of the fastest growing x-ray diffraction companies in the world. We specialize in powder diffraction, residual stress measurement, and Laue single-crystal orientation. Our skilled application scientists and expert engineers ensure that you get the correct system and support for all of your applications.
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Download our app, XraySource: The X-ray Physics Handbook
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